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All?
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In-depth Report: SYRIA

What does the U.S. administration want with regards to Syria?

The elements were clear just a few days ago. The U.S. would split off the east and set up a
Kurdish enclave which it would then occupy with the help of proxy forces. It would use the
leverage to push for political regime change in western Syria. Israel would occupy another
piece of the Golan.

While that looked somewhat favorable for the U.S. in the short term it was bad long term
strategy. U.S. forces in the east would be surrounded by hostiles, cut off from the sea and
under permanent guerilla attack from various opposing forces. But it looked at least like a
viable short term way forward.

The new strategy, which may not be one at all, and the new U.S. commitment is all over the
place:

As  various  officials  have  described  it,  the  United  States  will  intervene  only
when chemical weapons are used — or any time innocents are killed. It will
push for the ouster of President Bashar al-Assad of Syria — or pursue that only
after defeating the Islamic State. America’s national interest in Syria is to fight
terrorism. Or to ease the humanitarian crisis there. Or to restore stability.

I don’t get it. The cacophony of the last days does not make any sense. There is no viable
endgame I see here that would be advantageous for Trump or general U.S. borg policy –
neither internationally nor domestically – neither short term nor long term. Trump is now
losing the “America First” followers he will need to win another election.

Due to the anti-Russian panic Trump surrendered to the neocons. Suddenly the borg is
lauding him for a senseless escalation. The neocons want chaos but chaos is not a plan.
There seems to be no plan that will help any cause.

There is no chance that the U.S. can split Syria from its allies, Hizbullah, Iran and Russia.
While Russia is under pressure in Kaliningrad, Crimea and Syria it has lived through way
worse situation and these have always increased its determination. I don’t see how or why it
would fold now.

Trump  had  an  intelligent  strategy  when  he  won  against  Clinton.  He  deftly  use  his
advantages. There are few advantages that he has and can play with regards to Middle East
policy. Use pure military force? That’s not a strategy, just tactical game play. Though the
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generals who run his cabinet may not be capable to see that. If he destroys Syrian then
Lebanon and Jordan will also fall to radicals. Other countries will follow. Iraq would again
throw out all U.S. troops. Would the U.S., or Israel, want that? Why?

Whatever one might say about Trump, he is not stupid. He must have some kind of plan.

Help me out. What are his thoughts behind this. Or are there really none at all.
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